The App Maker for Schools

Blippit

Year 6
Introductory Units of Work
for the Computing Curriculum
2016 (UK)
Includes: an introductory unit of work to help introduce the mark-up
language of the web, HTML5, in the context of app making.
Includes: planned unit on the theme of Top Trumps. Also included are 9
other app project ideas that can be developed along similar lines.

CLICK TO SEE THE VIDEOS
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The 10 Units of Work for Year 6
How to use a Unit
The units support app making in Year 6. We recommend covering the Mini Unit (p6-7) before any of
the ten core units as this is important background work.
Any chosen unit will need at least a 6-week period with one class-based lesson a week. Each core unit
can be adapted for years five or seven.
We have been very prescriptive and structured; you don’t have to be.
The real value, as you’ll know, is in the process.

Planet Blippit is where the completed and approved
apps are shared for your school.

The 10 Core Unit Themes

Tips for success

1 World Cup Top TrumpsTM
(PLANS INCLUDED)

Try not to spend overly long on the design stage. The
children will manage to sketch out the first two or
three screens including navigation but they will grind
to a halt as planning starts to block their creativity.
Monitor the planning stage carefully. We’ve found
that floundering at this stage can be quickly remedied
if children are allowed to log in to the App Maker to
unblock their ideas.
Apps do not have to be ‘flashy’ to be a good learning
experience. The learning can be huge simply by
following the example on pages 3-5 in this pack.

2 Jokes (IDEA)

3 Book Review (IDEA)

4 Historical Evidence (IDEA)

5 Healthy Living (IDEA)
We all know how much enjoyment children can get
from being creative and designing their App icon is
such an opportunity. Some children may want to
explore how to market their app and further establish
their app as a standout product in the crowd.

6 Maths Help (IDEA)

Read more on the Blippit blog about why an app icon
is important and how to do it.

7 Company Advert (IDEA)

Finally, creating Knowledge Agents in your class
distributes new skills quickly and effectively.

8 Rainforest (IDEA)

9 Dance (IDEA)

10 E-Safety (IDEA)
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UK Computing Curriculum Map: Units 1 to 4
E-Safety



PSHE & C



Geography



Subject Links

PE

History
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3 Book Review

4 Historical Evidence








App
Themes

Units of Work

Design, write and debug programs that accomplish
specific goals, including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

2 Practical Jokes

Understand computer networks including the internet;
how they can provide multiple services, such as the
world wide web; and the opportunities they offer for
communication and collaboration



Use search technologies effectively... and be
discerning in evaluating digital content



Select, use and combine a variety of software
(including internet services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a range of programs,
systems and content that accomplish given goals,
including collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information



Computing Programme of Study

Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly;
recognise unacceptable/ unacceptable behaviour;
identify a range of ways to report concerns about
content and contact

1 Top Trumps

Text and Images





RSS Feeds



Web Links (or music links)

  

Map



Widgets

Image Gallery



Makewaves or YouTube/Vimeo

 



English



Mathematics
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7 Business

8 Rainforest Debate

9 Dance

10 E-Safety



6 Helpful Maths

5 Healthy Living

Units of Work
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MINI INTRO Outcome: This special introductory unit is a precursor to
any of the core 10 Units you choose. It makes clear the
UNIT
relationship between text-based code (*HTML) and web
page content.
Suggested Success Criteria
Must
Should
Could

I can show that HTML code is a mark up language used to create web pages
I can edit code and understand how it changes what people see in my app
I can write or copy texts from other sites and understand that often this is someone
else’s property and cannot be used without their permission.

Mini Intro Unit: The Code Less Travelled
The children will learn that when copying and pasting text from a web page they’re also copying and
pasting code they often can’t see. They will use Source code view to learn to change the mark-up
language of HTML that determines the size, style and colour of the content at an introductory level.

Stage

1

Introduction & Discussion
Resource: Google Chrome Browser

1. Go to The Tree Octopus website on your whiteboard at
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/ & ask the children if they know how
the page is made/what makes it look like it does?
2. Right-Click over some text, choose ‘View Source’ or ‘Inspect
Element’ or ‘Inspect Source’ on the pop-up menu.
Code-curious children
might be interested in
trying out the links
given here.

3. A new panel opens containing called HTML code (hypertext markup
language).
4. The web browser (e.g. Google Chrome) reads this code.
5. Close the code panel & log in to Blippit.io
6. Go to the Switch Control Panel & choose the App Maker.
7. Open an existing Blippit IO App project or start a new one entitled
‘Tree Octopus’
8. Drag in a Writer Widget, label it & write a simple sentence with one
word a different colour to the rest.
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9. Click the ‘Source’ & ‘Full Screen’ buttons to *show children the
HTML code that the Writer Widget contains
(see fig 1 & 2)
10. Can they see any words that mean anything to them at all?
11. UK children typically spot ‘color’ because of the USA spelling.
12. Look at the value after ‘color’. It will be either a hexadecimal value
or a ‘plain English’ colour such as ‘green’.
13. Children should have an experiment with this themselves to see what

is happening in the code (HTML Markup language) when they press
bold, italic, underline and so on.
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Introduction & Class Discussion
Resource: Google Chrome Browser
Have the App Maker open in one browser tab then open a new tab to bring
the Tree Octopus website back into view again.
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
1. Copy and paste a paragraph of text from the Tree Octopus website
home page into your Blippit Writer Widget. It may look messy like
this

This can be a big
screen demo or set as
a task to children in
pairs.

2. Do the children know why it might look messy?
(Clue: HTML code!)
3. Switch into
mode to see that there’s lots more been copied
over than first they thought!
4. Delete all markup code (it’s in angle brackets <>) to just leave the
sentences in plain English. Call this hacking if you like!
5. Tip: Delete all opening and closing <> HTML tags. Do this a bit at a
time to see the effect switching from Source to normal view in the
Writer Widget.
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6. There are lots of great trial and error opportunities to learn from here
and (if you have time) do let the children do this themselves on their
own Blippit App Maker account in school or from home. If you don’t
have time just keep it ‘teacher led’ with discussion.
Fig 1.
The Writer Widget with a simple sentence and one word in green

Fig 2.
The Writer Widget with the Source button pressed to reveal HTML
markup language

Press this icon to go full-screen.
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UNIT 1

Outcome: Children create a ‘Top Trumps’ style app.
TOP TRUMPS Two people on mobile devices may play the app.
6-8 hours or 1 lesson per
week over
a half term

Suggested Success Criteria for Stage 1 of Unit 1
Must
Should
Could

I can plan and design a mobile app for a specific audience
I can talk about keeping myself safe when using and creating apps
I can choose the features of a good app saying why they’re ‘good’.
I can make or source appropriate images and media for an app and understand that
often media is someone else’s property and cannot be used without their permission.

Unit 1: Top Trumps
This type of Top TrumpsTM app could be created around any number of themes including rivers,
football teams, predator prey animals, countries or even monarchs.
This app project can be built in four main stages, top and tailed by planning and reviewing.
Concise language use, meaningful picture selection and simple navigation should be promoted.
Largely the Writer, Image & Video Widgets will be used in this unit.

Stage

1

1-2 lessons/hrs

Research, plan & storyboard

1. Children create word association map with ‘app’ as the starting point.
2. What are our favourite apps? The definition of ‘app’ is broad.
3. Go and look on Planet Blippit to see what other children have made
to help the class understand what types of app they can make on the
app maker.
4. Decide upon app building success criteria based on features and
elements children that agree makes an app ‘good’.
5. Children typically overlook the ‘usability bit’ of apps. Encourage
them to ‘think fingertips’ and ‘speed of use’ for their app users.
6. Talk about age appropriate apps and what children do if they come
across apps that have unsuitable content in them.
7. Discuss where to get images for and the copyright issues involved
with sourcing images online and acknowledging sources in their
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work.
8. Introduce the idea that the children are going to make an app based
on the Top TrumpsTM game for other children in school to play. Real
cards may help for the uninitiated.
9. Refer to the agreed criteria. The app should have factually accurate
content so that it can be played fairly. Are accurate spellings,
grammar, and punctuation important?
10. If needed, show children an example of how the app could look. Use
the App Planning Template and ask children to storyboard the outline
of their app, showing roughly what content will be on each page,
including link buttons to pages.
11. Children can find, photograph or draw images for their apps saving
them in a Directory for later.
12. Tip: Save images in a picture file format of .jpg or .png so a web
browser can understand them.
13. You may need to remind the children to write rough notes for each
page on their planner, just as a guide, depending on their
concentration levels and support required.
14. Tip: Don’t labour this or creativity will crumble ;)
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UNIT 1
TOP TRUMPS
6-8 hours, or 1 lesson per
week
over a half term

Outcome: Children create a ‘Top Trumps’ style app.
Two people on mobile devices may play the app.

Suggested Success Criteria for Stage 2 of Unit 1
Must
Should
Could

Stage

2

1 lesson/hr

I can set up the basic structure for an app and add content.
I can upload suitable images into an app.
I can acknowledge sources used in my work and talk about why copyright is
important.

Creating a Title Page & Top Trump App Icon

1. Explain to the children that they are going to set up the basic
structure or ‘bones’ of their app.
2. Show class this video on YouTube about how to start off creating
a new app

Tip: Show these
skills to a handful of
children ahead of the
lesson who can be
Knowledge Agents
during
the lesson!

3. Now, in the App Maker add an App Name then click Save.

4. Change the app’s general look and feel

5. Upload your own app icon (a png or jpg image file) with the
‘Select Image’ button. (you don’t have to do this at the start)
6. Choose where you’d like to use icons as well as or instead of
words in your app interface. Experiment.
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7. Look at other app icons for inspiration from Planet Blippit.
Discuss: What’s the purpose of an app icon?
In paired working
One person could make the image for the App Icon in a graphics
package. The icon can be added anytime. Square images give a better
result.
Ready to get started with the Top Trump App?
Children log in to set up their app as previously shown. If needed,
show how to add an image, words and arrange widgets.
8. Watch this video on YouTube about how to drag & drop a few
different types of Widget into the Drop Zone.
Try it.
9. Watch this video on YouTube about how to to drag and drop
widgets to reorder them in the Drop Zone area. Try it.
10. Show how to preview the app.
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UNIT 1

Outcome: Children create a ‘Top Trumps’ style app
TOP TRUMPS based. Two people on mobile devices may play the
6-8 hours, or 1 lesson
app.
per week
over a half term

Suggested Success Criteria for Stage 3 of Unit 1

Must
Should
Could

Stage

3

1 lesson/hr

I can plan create pages and links within an app.
I can label pages and links in an app.
I can evaluate my work and make changes based on feedback from my classmates

Creating a Rules Page & Other Links

Explain that the children are going to create the pages and
basic content for their apps. Here’s just one example for
children to look at River Top Trumps
1. Create a Rules Page.
Children drag in a Writer widget for the Rules page and name it
‘Rules’.

Tip: It doesn’t have to
be a football Top
Trump App. See the
Rivers Top Trump
App example

2. Write the rules for the Top Trumps game into the Writer
Widget & Save.
3. Drag another Writer widget into the Drop Zone and label it
‘Players’.
4. Ask children to further ‘develop’ their apps and create the first
layer/tier of pages. Show this Video.
5. Children should review their apps. They should share and
discuss their work with each other, noting any suggestions from
their peers.
6. You as teacher can review all apps via the Development Apps
tab. Here’s how.
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UNIT 1

Outcome: Children create a ‘Top Trumps’ style app.
TOP TRUMPS Two people on mobile devices may play the app.
6-8 hours, or 1 lesson
per week
over a half term

Suggested Success Criteria for Stage 4 of Unit 1
Must

Should

I can add suitable images into an app.
I can write and add factually accurate text that is fit for my app’s purpose.
I can select a suitable theme for my app
I can evaluate my work and make changes based on feedback from my classmates
I can publish an app to Planet Blippit
I can make changes in HTML code to improve my app’s appearance.

Could

Stage

4

2-3 lessons/hrs

Tip: Also show these
skills to a handful of
children ahead of the
lesson who can be
Knowledge Agents
during
the lesson!

Creating the Pages

1. Explain that children are going to create pages and basic
content within their apps. In the App Maker, if needed, show
children how to drag in a Writer widget for their Players page
and name it, ‘Rivers’..
Example: Rivers Top Trumps
2. Edit the ‘Rivers page’ and describe how rivers can beat others
with their facts.
3. Ask children to further ‘develop’ their apps and create the first
tier of rivers.
4. Children should review their apps and make any changes
required. They should share and discuss their work with each
other, noting any suggestions from peers.
5. Children should publish the first version of their app for the
teacher to approve and publish on to Planet Blippit.
6. Children are familiar with Top Trumps and know that if they
pick a characteristic that scores higher or lower than the one
offered by their opponent this win must be recorded on paper.
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Unit 1 Stage 1 –Rivers Top Trumps App Design Resource
Screens from New Blippit IO App Maker
An example from a primary school project.
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Unit 1 Stage 1 – Useful Links
Tip

Colours in web pages are often seen in code as hexadecimal values.

Test

In Source view, change the colour value in your Writer Widget for another one
from this chart.
7. www.w3schools.com/html/html_colornames.asp

Try

Use this online example to try out some other code changes.
8. www.w3schools.com/html/tryit.asp?filename=tryhtml_elements

Remind When children use HTML in the Source View of the Writer Widget it begins
and ends with special opening and closing tags.
The example below is one to try within a Writer Widget in Source View.

The Writer Widget Toolbar
To see markup language being created you MUST press the Source button.

<strong>This is bold.</strong>
Your browser reads & shows the HTML mark-up code to look like this

This is bold.
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Unit 1 Stage 1 – App Design Resource – Template Planner
App Title:

App Navigation Side Bar

Blippit – App Maker

Target Audience/User:

Main App Screen
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